Tools for the Rifleman

Hunter’s Hand Forged Vent Picks & Nipple picks:
Our vent picks are beautifully temper blued spring steel. Our spring steel wire
nipple pick has a bone bead handle.
#Pick-Vent-3
vent pick, 3” forged steel, for musket
only $1.99
#Pick-Vent-2
vent pick, 2” forged steel, for rifle
only $1.99
#Pick-Nipple
nipple pick, with bone bead handle
only $1.99

Vent Picks & Pan Brushes:
A necessary tool for any re-enactor, hunter, or shooter. Clean your pan with
the brush, and open your vent hole with the metal pick.
#Pick-Brush
brass brush, chain, steel pick
$10.00
#Pick-Brush-H
horse hair brush, forged vent pick
$12.99
#Pick-Brush-Link
horse hair brush, links, wire vent pick
$ 5.99
Flint Shooter’s Knapping Hammer........................................ #Hammer-Flint
Hand forged handle, with brass hammer head, for sharpening flint.
#Hammer-Flint
flint shooter’s knapping hammer
only $12.99
Leather Tool Pouch.................................................................... #Pouch-Tool
A handy leather wallet to store your tools, spare parts,
and flints. Made from 4 ounce brown leather with a brass
button closure. Folds to 5 x 2-1/2”. Tools and gun flints
sold separately.
#Pouch-Tool
leather pouch
only $13.59
#Pouch-Tool
leather tool wallet
not shown to scale.
Tools and flints
sold separately
$13.59

#Hammer-Flint
knapping hammer
with brass head
$12.99

#Pick-Brush
not shown to scale

#Block-(32-69)
Wooden Loading Block
$4.75

#Pick-Brush-Link
not shown to scale

#Pick-Brush-H
not shown to scale

Flint knapping Hammer
and
Vent Picks
shown actual size

#Pick-Vent-3
3” for musket, hand forged
$1.99

Wooden Loading Blocks, for hunters........................... #Block-(caliber)
These miniature “bread boards” shaped accessories are made from hardwood, drilled to hold lubricated patched round balls. Before hunting, grease
your patch, center it over a hole, and press the ball into the patch and force
it into the hole, using a short starter. Push it until the ball protrudes below.
This protruding bulge can be quickly centered on the muzzle, and patched
ball rammed home with the starter. These sizes can easily be enlarged to
fit odd calibers by reaming the hole with sandpaper around a slotted dowel.
Specify .32, .36, .40, .45, .50, .54, .58, .62 or .69 caliber.
#Block-(caliber)
wooden loading block
only $ 4.75
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#Pick-Vent-2
2” for rifle, hand forged
$1.99

#Pick-Nipple
bone handle, steel wire
$1.99

